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MEDIA ALERT
UPDATE ON CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS AT
LUTHER FOREST TECHNOLOGY CAMPUS
(Saratoga Springs, NY) – Luther Forest Technology Campus management is pleased by
the federal government’s decision to approve a deal between Advanced Micro Devices
Inc. and the Emirate of Abu Dhabi that will bring a $4.6 billion computer chip factory to
the campus, located in Malta, New York.
The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States determined that the deal
does not create a national security concern. The committee informed AMD of its decision
in a letter dated Monday.
The semiconductor fabrication plant, also called a “fab,” will be the first major tenant of
Luther Forest Technology Campus.
“The decision by the federal government to clear the way for the AMD-Abu Dhabi deal is
very welcomed news and was the next critical step to progress on the fab,” said Michael
Relyea, president of Luther Forest Technology Campus. “The next phase of preparation
for construction will begin in 2009 with the groundbreaking for the factory.”
The next step will be the sale of the LFTC land to The Foundry Co., the spin-off
company created by the AMD-Abu Dhabi deal. Infrastructure progress is underway and
the official groundbreaking for the fab is expected to happen as early as March or April.
For further information or to set up an interview with Michael Relyea, please contact
Nicole Messier at 415.912.7595 or at nicole@shoreypr.com.
###
About Luther Forest Technology Campus
The Luther Forest Technology Campus in upstate New York is an unmatched site that
offers a natural setting for the most innovative companies in the world. A cornerstone of
business and lifestyle, this campus is home to tomorrow’s new technologies. LFTC is a
1,380-acre environmentally preserved campus featuring nine development areas for
companies that support manufacturing or need commercial office space. In addition, the
campus will house a hotel and conference center. LFTC’s cutting edge technology
resources will provide resident corporations further opportunity to grow and expand their
businesses. Customized incentive packages for interested tenant companies are
available through the state of New York.

